WOODEN SLEDGES.

thank you.
Choosing one of our handmade wooden sledges means that you have made the decision
to live a calmer, more aware and more sustainable life. It shows that you are a person who believes
in authenticity and quality as opposed to the throw away lifestyle that many choose today.
Just think, with a little care, your Segebaden sledge will keep on going for around a hundred years.
Which means that you, your children, grandchildren and great grandchildren will have
the perfect sledge on each and every winter trip to the great outdoors.
Thank you for making it possible for us to continue Segebaden’s heritage of excellence.

”We are passing on a tradition of functional and
dependable sledges for back-country use. We build new
sledges but the main objective is the same. It should
be simple and functional, with a touch of innovative
solutions new on the market.”

Martin Helmersson and Dan Eliasson.

the owners & our vision.
Segebaden was founded in 1893 and has manu-

Many people have a personal relationship

factured the amazing wooden sledge since the

with their Segebaden sledges. Perhaps the name

1930s. We took over in 2010 and we continue to

evokes strong memories of childhood trips in the

use the same care and attention to detail that these

mountains, quietly moving through nature. We too

master craftsmen used. We believe in sustainability

have such memories and as babies and children,

and we realised the beauty and performance of the

we were rocked to sleep in Segebaden wooden

wooden sledges, so we quickly made the decision

sledges. And this is why we are passionate about

to stop producing the modern fiberglass sledges

continuing this great tradition.

in Segebadens range and returning to the purely
wooden sledge.

Just imagine, letting us renovate the sledge
your grandfather rode in when he was a child, or

As craftsmen, the feel of real wood and the life

buying a brand new one or even building yourself

it has, helps create an amazing sledge and you will

a sledge using the same techniques and materials

feel the love that we put into these sledges! We are

used over 60 years ago.

proud of each and every one of our sledges and
each one is unique.

We hope that you, your children and their
children enjoy a Segebadenpulkan for many, many
years to come.

Dan, 3 months.

Martin, 1,5 years,
with his dad Kurt.

Björn Lindgren on the ice of Mälaren
in 1957, enjoying a ski trekk with the
family’s Segebaden sledge.

Advertisement from Dalademokraten April 16, 1942.

A piece of swedish history

The story of Segebaden.
On Feburary 8, 1897 the city council of Sätra received

shop. Dickman let build a large factory with modern

a petition from August Dickman, a crafts teacher

machines and equipment run by belt drive. Initially

from Falun to start up a carpentry shop. He envi-

mainly handicrafts and wooden ornaments were

sioned to manufacture quality wooden products.

produced.

He also wanted to purchase a water power plant in

August Dickman passed away in 1912 and

Ljusterån. In July of the same year Dickman received

two brothers from Djursholm, Ugo and Ernst von

authorization to construct a dam across Ljusterån

Segebaden, became the new owners. The purchase

in order to utilize water power for the carpentry

price was 65 000 SEK.

The story of Segebaden.
Ugo and Ernst were outdoor enthusiasts and often

took over. Fredrik, in turn, sold the factory in 1990

went on long winter trips on cross-country-skis

to Lars-Åke Eritz. The sledge production was in

carrying heavy packs. It was during one of these

large dormant between 2002 and 2010 when the

trips that the idea of a transport sledge that could

current owners, Dan and Martin, gently revived the

be used on snow was born.

classic and much appreciated sledge.

The first sledge was build in 1929 and it made
it on the market in the early ´30s. In November of

Källa: ”Dokumentation av kvarteret Hyddan 1897-2003”,
Jan Burells Arkitektkontor AB 2003

1938 the factory received a large order from the
Swedish army of 500 sledge stretchers and pole
harnesses for transporting the hurt and injured.
After the Finish winter war in 1940 the sledge got
it’s big break through as the army had seen how
useful it was. During the war years as many as 300
000 sledges left the factory.
In 1949 civil engineer Einar Berg took holding
of half the stock capital of the factory and the company changed it’s name to Segebaden Berg AB. Einar ran the factory until 1973 when Fredrik Engdahl

Fredrik Engdal, Ugo von Segebaden and Einar Berg.

Price list from 1962. More of the history of the Segebaden sledge can be found on our website.

”The first step of the process naturally takes place in the carpentry shop where
the elements are carved out. To make the curved shapes, those parts are treated in
presses with electrical heat. Then the parts are taken to the next halt where the
rails, runners, hull and sides are assembled. All parts are made from birch, except
for the girder which is made out of aspen. The three runners are lined with brass
bands. After assembly there is waxing and proofing and thereafter attachment of
the canopy. The poles for man and dog hauling are nowadays made out of aspen
since rattan is no longer available. Their curved shapes are also formed in
special presses with electrical heat.”
From “Dalademokraten” April 16 1942

Production

The ever cheerful Martin preparing an old sledge
for a new canopy.

Production, Step 1

Wooden sledge.

The first thing we do is acquire birch wood of really

1960’s. Some details are crafted by hand before the

high quality. Birch is commonly used in the furniture

sledge is assembled.

industry so there is a wide selection to choose from.
What we need is a knot free quality of different

What comes next is the most enjoyable phase of the

lengths and widths. (If there were to be knot holes

process, shaping the curved birch details. After the

in the material there is a risk it could break under

parts are soaked for some time they are put in one of

heavy strain.) We also use birch plywood for the hull

the eight old machines (depending on which model

and sides.

of the sledges we are making). These machines
sputter loudly and look like they would fit right in

The next step is to process the raw materials and

with Pettson and Findus.

shape the different parts and details of the sledge.
The material is cut to the right dimensions using a

When the bent piece of birch comes out of the hot

dry splitter from 1965. After that the parts are planed

machine and starts to cool it will keep the curved

in our gigantic Jonsered planer, also from the

shape in all eternity. Birch is a fantastic material!

Production, part 2

Assembly and Taring.
Now it is time to assemble the wooden details. The
sledge slowly emerges, step by step, on specially
made work benches, each part mounted in a structured production chain so that the parts lock each other
in place. Of all the sledges that we have renovated or
had in the shop to attach new canopies, none has been
broken. Not even the ones that are 80 years old. We
can certainly give our predecessors the highest grade,
and of course we plan to live up to the same standard.
Next step is to put tar on the sledge. In our shop
we put tar on the entire sledge, inside and out.
When you do this at home as maintenance, you
only need to put tar on the outside. It gives the
wood a good water resistant shield and also makes
the sledge glide better on top of the snow. As a
bonus it gives your sledge a gorgeous green color.
When it is time to mount the runners you have
two options, our modern system consisting of an
aluminum runner on top of which a plastic runner is
mounted, or the traditional brass runners that most
of the old sledges are equipped with. The plastic
runners are easy to switch out when they’re worn
out. They also glide better on the snow. The brass
runner won’t give you the same glide as the plastic
ones but they are more durable and resilient to
breaking. The choice is yours!

Production, part 3

Canopy and final finish.
The last step is to sew and attach the canopy. Our

Straps are attached to the poles and ropes are

seamstress work with powerful and reliable old sewing

mounted to the canopy. If you have ordered a back

machines from Pfaff and Singer. The fabric she uses is

rest, a wind shield, or another accessory, it will also

a weave that has proven to stand the test of time and

be mounted at this time.

will resist wear and tear, as well as rough weather.
Last but not least, we attach the Segebaden emblem
While the seamstress work on the canopy we attach a

on the front and a unique serial number is carved

hemp rope in a loop and carve a groove on the back

on the bottom.

of he sledge. The groove is shaped as a “v” and will
let a skier behind the sledge put the tip of a ski pole

One thing is for sure, no two sledges are the same.

in the groove to help push the sledge up a steep hill.

That is how it is with true craftsmanship.

When one sledge is finished and before we start with the next one, we always take a little break. Depending on
the season we might go out in the forest and pick berries, or perhaps go on a cross-country-skiing trip. This
is how we want to live our lives – and it is how we want you to live yours.

a coverage on

winter camping
I’m just as happy in a blizzard, when the wind is

– or you could find yourself in a life threatening situation.

tearing and pulling at the tent, as I am on a clear and

The greatest advantage of the sledge is that you

calm winter’s night listening to the cold creating

won’t have to leave anything at home because it

strange noises in the surrounding. Life on a stick

would be to heavy to carry on your back.

is to sit on warm reindeer skins inside the tent,
together with my loved ones, satisfied after a good

Forget all about vacuum packed dried food, ultra

dinner prepared on the Muurika. Far away from the

thin sleeping bags, and other expensive light

stresses of everyday life.

products. Instead bring good food, down-sleeping
bags, and everything else that you need to get the

I think that the Segebaden sledge shows its fullest

full experience out of your trip. Moreover, if you

potential on long back-country adventures with over-

have a dog, it will not only provide warm company

night camping. On trips like these it is important to

in the tent at night, you can also let it help you haul

bring enough provisions, clothes and extra gear

the sledge.

Dan and the dog Flisan on a winter trip.

Tips on winter camping
for the first timer.

• Make sure to use reliable and functional products;

• Make sure to obtain a proper mountain map

sledge, tent, clothes and so on. Your trip will defini-

before you plan your trip. Do you like fishing or

tely be more enjoyable and safe if you go for qu-

are you interested in photography? There are

ality. We have personally tested all the products

suitable destinations for everyone. Choose a

that we sell in our web shop. Not only have we

destination where snow sledding is prohibited

tested them, but we have used them for years.

to get an undisturbed experience (fishing is also
better off of the snow sledge paths).

• If it is your first winter trekk, stay close to civilization
(cellular reception, road, or marked out trails). It

• Last but not least; be careful and respect the

will be on your first few trips that you will discover

forces of nature. If you start to sweat, stop and

flaws and short comings in your gear as well as

undress one layer. If you can’t find a good passage

your physique. I promise you, you do not want to

across a stream, take your time and study the

get caught in a white out with a tent that breaks

map to find a safe crossing. If you don’t get to

apart, walk up the mountain with the wrong

your destination in time, stop and put up camp

poles, or discover in the middle of nowhere that

in time before the storm/dark.

you do not have the strength to get back.

Good luck and enjoy our trip! /Dan Eliasson

Give your sledge a 100 year lifespan

Careful Renovation.
Without blowing our trumpets too much, we want

investment will give you many years of use and fun

to say that we can do wonders with your old sledge!

in years to come.

Maybe you just want to start using it again, or maybe
even give it to your children or grandchildren. Let our

Many Segebaden sledges have long histories and

expert craftsmen lovingly bring your beloved sledge

high sentimental value. Maybe two or three genera-

back to life for you.

tions have slept in the sledge during family ski trips.
One such treasure is worth preserving and let it live

A common problem is that the Canopy is worn or

on for generations to come.

is torn. Or maybe the middle wooden runner on
the bottom of the sledge is worn (the brass runner

If you want to work on your sledge yourself, you can

is missing). Cracks forming in the bottom part of

order a new Canopy or even spare parts from us.

plywood, which is possibly due to the sledge not

Or you can send it to us and let us do all the work to

being tarred or that it has been left out in the sun

bring your sledge up to tip top condition. Please feel

all summer. Don’t worry, these repairs can be done

free to contact us with any of your Segebaden sledge

at a reasonable cost! And remember, this small

questions or thoughts.

To the left: a 74 year old sledge with worn out runners. In the middle: a 60 year old military sledge
(shortened) equipped with new runners. To the right: a 60 year old sledge with a new canopy.

The character of the sledge

It is about the details.
CARVED OUT TRACK IN THE REAR where a skiier
behind the sledge can put their ski pole to help
push the sledge up steep hills.

A LOOP OF ROPE ON THE BACK EDGE

where you can attach a towing child,
or a friend who can help you hold the
sledge back on steep down hills.

ALL POLES FIT ALL OF OUR SLEDGES. The attachment system

for the poles is the same on all of our sledges made from
1930 until the present. This means that all poles can be
used with all sledges, no matter how old.
SPLIT POLES. With our new, strong and dividable poles you
only have to attach them to the sledge once. To store the
sledge you easily fold the poles in under the sledge and
unscrew the top parts of the poles and put them in the
sledge. Our poles have been under development for many
years and we consider them the best on the market.

REPLACEABLE GLIDING SYSTEM. All sledges can be equipped
with our new replaceable gliding system. It consists of a bottom strip in aluminum on which a plastic runner is attached.
The plastic runner can easily be replaced when worn out.
’This kind of system is used by sledge dog drivers across the
world. You can also get your sledge with brass strips on the
runners. It will not glide just as well as the plastic runner but
are extremely durable.

CHILDREN’S CANOPY

with snow and wind
shield.

WIND SHIELD. Both of our canopies can be

used together with a wind shield made out
of a very sturdy material. Comfortable for
the children so sit behind! The wind shield is
easy to attach and remove.
WATER PROOF AND STURDY CANOPY. We have
chosen a fabric similar to the cotton fabric
from the old days. The canopy is replaceable
and can be bought as a do-it-yourself-kit.

EXTRA TALL CANOPIES. Our canopies are about

60-70 cm, depending on the model, to maximize
packing capacity. Rope number one closes the
canopy and rope number two is for attaching
things on top.

OPTION TO ATTACH METAL FINS. The fins are
used to prevent the sledge from slipping
sideways going down-hill, and to prevent the
sledge from “wobbling” at high speeds.

BACK RESTS ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL MODELS.

We also have camping mattresses made out of
pressed merino wool shaped after the back rest.

SMART HOOKS. A string is threaded through hooks
and will straighten out if the strings are pulled too
tightly. (To prevent the canopy from tearing. If this
were to happen you can simply return it).

Our products

Our products

Wooden sledges.
Segebaden has produced sledges of many different

We have also chosen to reintroduce an old model

models over the years. You can see some of them

from the 40’s. It is wider and somewhat more stable

on the price list from 1962 on this page. Today we

than the child sledge and is suitable if you haul the

have opted to manufacture three different models.

sledge mostly on trails or down-hill. It comes in two
sizes, short and standard. All of our sledges have

The model that we have sold the most of is BP, the

lots of room for luggage. No matter which one you

child sledge. It is an all-round sledge that runs just

choose, they will fit in a standard sized car.

as well on and off the trail.
All of our sledges can be equipped with backrest,
wind shield, metal fins and more. All measurements
are approximate because our sledges are the result
of craftsmanship. No two sledges are the same!
Many people focus on weight when choosing
a sledge. The difference in weight between a
fiberglass and a wooden sledge is about 2 kg. If you
load the sledge with 30 kg, the difference will be
insignificant. With the plastic runners on the wooden
sledge it will glide just as fast any other. What makes
the wooden sledge the given winner however, is
its soul and durability (we have a 25 year warranty
on all wooden details on our sledges). Are you still
uncertain if you should choose a wooden sledge?
Imagine the sweet scent of tar and planed wood...
In the 60’s there were six different Segebaden sledges,
three tourist models and three racing models.
.

BP
BP is the model that Segebaden has built and
sold the most of over the years (around 50 000
sledges). It is about 45 cm wide and 125 cm long
and is suitable for someone who likes going off the
trails. Since it is more narrow it runs well in loose
and powdery snow and follows you nicely in your
ski tracks.

1940 short
This model is short and wide and easy to bring
along. The width it about 54 cm and the length
is about 90 cm. It is perfect for a short trip or for
a child who wants to haul their own sledge. It is
also suitable if you like to stay on the trails or go
on hard and packed snow. The width gives it a low
center of gravity, making it stable and safe for a
small child to sit in.

1940 standard
This all-round model is our absolute favorite. The
width is about 54 cm and the length about 122cm.
It is wide so you will be able to load a lot without
loosing stability, keeping center of gravity low. It
is a sledge to grow old with – it can be used for
everything from hauling small children to longer
expeditions with heavy cargo.

Our products

Fitted canopies.
Over the last 90 years Segebaden has produced

of the windshield has drawstrings with snow locks

about 30 different models of sledges. Our seam-

so that you can open it during the trip to unload

stress know them all and will sew a new canopy to

something or remove the shoes from sleeping

your particular model when the old one is worn out.

children.

On our website you will find a chart with the most
common Segebaden sledges so you can look up
your model before ordering your canopy. You can

Both canopies are mounted with leather straps that
are nailed along the sides of the sledge.

choose to send your sledge to us to gets the canopy
attached or you can order a do-it-yourself-kit.

Our recomendation! If you use the sledge mostly

Standard canopy. This canopy has a large opening

for hauling children we recommend the children’s

at the center which makes packing and unpacking
easy. It closes using a thin rope that you attach to
loops and hooks. Using a bit more rope you can
attach less delicate luggage like reindeer skins and
an axe and shovel on top of the canopy. The standard canopy can be equipped with a detachable
windshield but is not fitted for this purpose in the
same way as our children’s canopy.

Children’s canopy. This canopy is made so that the
windshield can attach directly to the canopy. It has
two openings, one in front of and one behind the
windshield. The opening behind the windshield
has a drawstring allowing it to close tightly around
your child in rough weather. The opening in front

canopy. If you use the sledge mostly for trekking
we recommend that you get the standard canopy
since it is easier to open for loading and unloading.
Both canopies will work for both purposes though.

Our products

Practical accessories.
In our web shop you will find a carefully selected

ments and more, from some of the highest quality

assortment of products to make your trip easier

brands on the market. We have personally chosen

and more enjoyable. Beside our own products we

and tested all products. You can read more about

also have harnesses, tents, backpacks, undergar-

our accessories on the web.

Hip belt Line
One of Segebaden’s own products is the hip belt
Line. This advanced and carefully thought out product
was developed through countless back-country and
mountain trekks. The belt provides a good support
when pulling the sledge and has quick and easy
attachment points that eliminates the glitch that
often occurs when pulling a sledge. The buckle
has an overlapping feature so you won’t feel any
pressure from the buckle and the weight from the
sledge is spread evenly. The belt has several attachment points and rings to combine the use of poles,
towing ropes and straps to attach a jacket or other
gear. The belt can be used with or without a small
removable bag, large enough to carry packed lunch.

how to

Tar your sledge.
To get the maximum life from your sledge and
trouble free mountain tours, it is important that
your sledge protected with tar. Tar gives your
sledge moisture protection; seals small cracks and
lets the sledge glide over snow and ice.

Questions & answers
1. How often should I tar sledge?
How often should you give his wife flowers? If you
want to have a long and good relationship with
your sledge, it must be nurtured and given lots of
love. The tar wears away during use, so if you use
the sledge often should the tarred at least once a
year. Furthermore, store your sledge in dark place
when not in use.

2. Do need to heat the tar?
To get the best results it is advised that you heat
the tar and wipes away the excess while the tar is
still hot. But we have also produced a free-flowing
product that you do not need to warm up. It allows
you to brush on, let it soak in for half an hour, then
wipe off the excess. You will get a good result,
but it won’t be as good as using hot tar and it will
protect your sledge.

3. How many coats does a bottle of tar give?
One bottle is enough tar to 2-6 coats depending
on sledge’s size and how worn it is.

Here’s how we do
1. Pour the tar on the base of the sledge.
2. Distribute the tar with a cloth or brush.
3. Heat up the tar with a heat gun or torch.
Then wipe off the excess tar while it is still
hot so that you get a dry and fine surface.
4. Let the sledge sit in the sun for a few days
to allow the tar to dry out completely and
get a nice patina.

Fun stuff to do according to the kids
• Building an igloo together with the adults.
• Bring a snow racer and build a jump.
• Bring a knife and carve things.
• Roast marshmallows.
• Tow on skis behind a dog.
• Fishing!

Story

a hike with the family.
A mountain trekk with the family can be amazing.

forecast. Sun and comfortable wind conditions

The sun is shining, happy kids with brisk energy and

definitely increases the chances of a great day on

a yummy lunch pack. But in all honesty it can also

the mountain.

be the complete opposite. Wind in your face, tired
kids complaining, cold food (because you can’t get

With a sledge the trip can become easier and more

the fire started) and chafing. To make sure everyone

luxurious. Pack the sledge with firewood, cooking

will enjoy the family trip, two things are necessary:

gear and/or the Muurikka, lots of extra clothes and

realistic expectations and good preparation.

soft skin rugs to sit on. Moreover, exhausted children
can get some rest on the way back.

With small children there is no point in planning a
10k trekk or a peak climb. Instead, go for a short trip

We encourage you to bring children and adults of

with lots of play time, good food and rest. It is better

all ages out on the mountain. You will have amazing

that the children learn to associate winter hiking with

days to remember for a long time. The secret is, and

fun pleasure and tasty snacks than heavy packs and

always has been, to adapt the hike to the person

aching legs. Also don’t forget to check the weather

that manages the least. Have a good trip!

On the right you see our own product Fire box.
With the Fire box, you can keep your fire going
even at full storm and it takes a minimum of
firewood. In fine weather, cook on a Muurikka
and in worse weather use a barbecue iron (it
keeps your food warm longer.)

HIP BELT LINE

Double belt loops with xx in
both the front at back makes
any combination possible if
you need to add more
members to your team.

our top tips

How to use your sledge.
HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

BODY HARNESS

Segebaden sledges are very versitile and can be

backpack, waist belt line and the traditional

used in many different ways. Only with Skakel

male-electricity.
All agree advantage to attach
BACKPACK
ELASTIC

PACKBAG

FLINTA
OR and children sledding in.
SKIKJORING
FOR DOG
both
dog
Here are some

and/or with our belts, interpreter ropes and dog

HIP BELT LINE

harnesses. We offer three different suspension

LINE

examples of how the stuff comes into its own.

system with the same good function; Flintstones

With a little help of man’s best friend
This is the most common and best way to pull the
sledge. If your dog gets tired, he can always take a
rest and enjoy the ride on the sledge.
HIP BELT LINE

The rear person can help
control descent.

HIP BELT LINE
ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

BODY HARNESS

HIP BELT LINE

TOLKLINA

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY

BODY HARNESS

Using a team of dogs
The skier can help slow down the sledge
whilst going downhill.

HIP BELT LINE
HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

The skier can help slow
down the sled whilst going
downhill.

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE
DOGSHAFT

HIP BELT LINE

Double belt loops with xx in
both the front at back makes
any combination possible if

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY
DOGSHAFT

DOGSHAFT

HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

both the front at back makes
any combination possible if
BACKPACK
FLINTAyou
OR need to add more
members
HIP BELT
LINE to your team.

BODY HARNESS

HIP BELT LINE

hiking or running during summer time

Our products are great in the summer time too!
BODY HARNESS
If you have a dog it’s nice to be able to have your
hands free whilst walking or jogging, so why not
attach your dogs lead/leash to your backpack or
Flinta waist belt.
HIP BELT LINE

PACKBAG
FOR DOG

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

BACKPACK
The
rear person can help
FLINTA descent.
OR
control
HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

PACKBAG
FOR DOG

HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

BODY HARNESS

BACKPACK
FLINTA OR
HIP BELT LINE

The rear person can help
control descent.

Steep Hills and Extra Help

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

When the sledge is heavy, it is best to have some help, this is especially important when you have children in the sledge.
The person at the rear can hitch themselves to the sledge and help safely control the descent.
HIP BELT LINE

HIP BELT LINE

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

BODY HARNESS
The skier can help
Theslow
rear person can help
down the sled whilst
going
control
descent.
downhill.
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DOG HARNESS
HIP BELT LINE DOGSHAFT
X-BACK
COUNTRY
BODY HARNESS
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SKIKJORING
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LINE

DOGSHAFT

The skier can help slow
down the sled whilst going
downhill.

HIP BELT LINE

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY

With children and dogs

ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
LINE

Belts, elastic skikjoring lines and harnesses can
be combined into virtually any combination to
make your trip more comfortable and easier
for you, your children and your animals.
HIP BELT LINE

The skier can help slow
down the sled whilst going
downhill.

DOGSHAFT
HIP BELT LINE
Double belt loops in both
front and back of the belt.

HIP BELT LINE
FOR KIDS

COUNTRY

DOGSHAFT

HIP BELT LINE
FOR KIDS
HIP BELT LINE
Double belt loops in both
front and back of the belt.

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
ELASTICDOG HARNESS
COUNTRY
DOGSHAFT
SKIKJORING
X-BACK
LINE

ELASTIC
ELASTIC
SKIKJORING
SKIKJORING
LINELINE

ELASTIC
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DOGSHAFT
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SKIKJORING
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HIP BELT
LINE
RYGGSTÖD
Double
belt
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+ EV.
SITT-/LIGGDYNA
frontI and
back of the belt.
MERINOULL

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY

VINDSKYDD
ELASTIC
SKIKJORING

DOG HARNESS
X-BACK
COUNTRY

PACKBAG
FOR DOG

Try it out

Rent a sledge.
Are you uncertain whether life with a winter sledge

We will help you put together your rental set, our

is something for you and your family? Then we

only condition is that a sledge is included. We rent

suggest that you rent a sledge and equipment from

out for one year, with an option to buy the equipment

us for a year. Try it out at your own convenience

if you wish. If you chose to buy the equipment we

and see if you, your children and even your dog if

deduct the rental cost from the price. More infor-

you have one, enjoys hauling the sledge. Let the

mation is found on our web site.

sledge carry your heavy gear, or tuck your children
comfortably in it let them softly rock to sleep.

Life is what you choose to fill it with.

Tag along on the adventure

of your life.

We offer a seven day long experience that we

per participant). We will cook both moose and

guaranty will become a memory for life – both

reindeer and we will try to catch our own arctic char

physically and mentally. It is a trip that starts in

fish and prepare it out on the mountain.

the 19th century and ends in the present.
The sledge that you made yourself is yours to bring
The adventure starts with you getting to build you

home, and with it, and the experiences you have

own sledge and treat it with tar that you yourself

gathered, you are ready for new adventures to come!

have cooked (using methods from the 1800’s).
Visit www.segenadenpulkan.se and read more
Then we head out to the mountains of Jämtland for a

about the trip and how to sign up. (PS! We take no

three day trip in the untouched wilderness. During the

more than four participants per trip to ensure that

trip you’ll get all the help you need from experienced

the guides will have time to be focused on you.)

guides as well as a trained Siberian husky (one dog

We cooperate.
By this time you have probably gathered that here

So naturally we have chosen our business partners

at Segebadenpulkan we believe in quality and sus-

with great care. It is brands that we our self use on

tainability. We know from our own experience that

our trips and that we know are both functional and

with really great gear och material, life in the out-

durable. We carry a selection of their products in

back is more enjoyable for both body and mind.

our web shop www.segebadenpulkan.se.

Dragråttan

25 year warranty.
We believe in our product so much that we include

Just to show you how great Segebaden sledges

a 25 year warranty on all wood parts when you buy

are… The oldest sledge we have repaired was over

a new Segebaden sledge.

80 years old and that was just for a new Canopy!
Quality really pays and these sleds prove it!

Even if you sell your sledge, the 25 year warranty
is still valid! From 2015, each sledge has it’s own

Whether you buy a new sled or you are renovating

unique number which is registered at point of sale

an old one, you can feel satisfied with your choice.

so you have total peace of mind.
We are proud to offer such a long warranty, and do
it without hesitation.
We know that these sledges are quality and it
shows, even the older ones that are up to 70 years
old still work hard and do what they were designed
to do.
Please note, the warranty does not include wear
and tear or accidents where the sledge has been
subjected to excessive force.
If an accident does occur and the sledge is damaged,
we can repair it at a reasonable price. We believe that
the sledge should be inherited and used generation
after generation. Our renovations come with a 10
year warranty!

Price list from 1962.

Kyrkvägen 3
S-830 60 Föllinge
+46 (0)70-230 51 31
segebadenpulkan.se
We still use Segebadenpulkan’s
original methods and materials,
but the very simple phone number,
15 (see sledges brand), we have
unfortunately not been able to keep.
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